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Hero wars puzzle walkthrough

If you want to learn something or two about Release Hero, in this article you'll find all the best Euros release tips and cheats to help you get most of the game. So follow up and get ready to become the most powerful warriors! You'll learn how to assemble a proper team, how to boost your hero, and more. So let's not
waste another second and dive straight into our Hero strategy strategy guide! Focus on the Daily Request If you want to pick up lots of gold, experiences, and emalds, then make sure you always make your daily requests. I strongly suggest going for even the harder ones, even if they are a little more time-consuming.
The rewards you get vary, giving you anything from EXP (which is amazing, especially during the early levels), to gold and cake. Also troubleshooting the demand, you can also find emeralds, which can be used to buy chest-containing heroes. Also, don't forget about the daily big rewards you get from simply opening the



session of the game. Even if you don't plan on spending a lot of time playing the game during this particular day, just log in and collect the rewards every day. They'll come in handy later when you'll spend more time playing. Low on gold? Try Emerald Exchange A really useful option that sometimes you'll have to perform
for everyday missions is to exchange in-game emeralds for in-game batches. You can make this a total of 20 times per day, which will give you more than enough gold. However, I'm not a big fan of it because I prefer to spend emeralds elsewhere. Additionally, if you ever run low on gold and need a quick way to get
some more, head over to the Exchange Shop and try your luck with wheels that are turning. You can receive anywhere in 1x the amount of gold shown on the wheel, 100x the amount. The next time you find yourself in a wallet able to upgrade because of a lack of gold, do this little trick. Collect more energy if you like to
inquire and adventures in various dungeons, you might end up running out of energy before you notice. The energy will be replaced over time, but if you don't want to wait, you can quickly replace the energy for free, by watching a short ad. Also, if you have some extra emeralds that you don't particularly need, you can
buy energy and emeralds. However, I suggest you don't do that because you may get a better use of your emeralds than this. My suggestions would be carefully outline ahead of how you plan to pass your energy and prioritize trying to use it all up before closing the game for longer periods of time. Gather more Heroes
and get stronger there are some ways for you to gain more power a lot, and one of them is getting stronger heroes. The heroes you get at the beginning are not that amazing, so it's better if you progress to the campaign as soon as possible to pick up all the rewarding heroes, as well as the ones you might find as
countless. You can find Hero Soul Stones as debtors from each step, and get the ones you want, you can check the BEC request. You can keep re-done with a particular hero you love again and again until you gather enough to cry a hero's citation. Then the firm that steps more times to upgrade the hero. Another way to
get some powerful heroes is from their chest. You can get a chest for 200 Emeralds, but the best option is to save 1500 Emeralds and Open 10. By doing so, you will save 500 emeralds that you can later use to buy additional chest. Also, don't forget about the time-limited events that might run through the game at times,
which will reward you and hero along with other special items. Assemble a powerful team in order to get stronger, you should assemble a team made of some good heroes. Each hero has a special affection, so you can decide between the skills each of them specializes in. Warriors are the ones that are quite versatile
and can be either a tank or a dealer of damage. Generally, they have both tanknity and damage, so it all depends on the rest of your team's hardware. They can go front line or midline. Tanks, as the name suggests, those builds are enduring a few hits. You should always have a good tank front line because they'll lower
tons of damage directed your way. Maxsmen specialize in range attacks and do tons of damage in the rear. If you put them in front, they will die within a few seconds because they aren't built to take hits, so make sure you avoid putting them in the front. Majes is the equivalent of markings, but that specializes in magic
damage. They also reside in the rear, since they're hooked and will die in just a couple of hits from the enemy team. Their supportive heroes are the ones who keep everyone alive and safe, give buffs, heal, protect, and so kinot. They do the tanki ahead and reward the most in terms of damage. Control heroes are a little
unusual, as they give debuffs and are mostly strong in fighting boss or arena. For the normal Campaign, you won't really need a control character (maybe just for boss). My suggestion here should go for a good tank, a warrior, and highs or marks. They'll provide everything you need to progress quickly and easily to their
levels, so you won't have to worry about anything. To upgrade the Hero Rights First since you can't (and shouldn't) upgrade all the heroes at once, you should shift all your attention towards the most heroes. If you upgrade the heroes one by one, you'll have a better chance of progress consistently, with a minimum of
investment (because later you can invest more resources into better heroes). The best heroes to upgrade at the start are Astawot and Galaad, with Arachne, Ginger, and Tea. However, don't invest on-investing in Arachne and Ginger because they won't be that big for the end-game. They are mostly for the game's early-
game and mid-game when you don't yet have better heroes. What are the best heroes of War Heroes? Some of the heroes you can easily invest your resource, without worrying that they will fall into The last games are: - Tanks: Aurora, Astaroth, Cleaver, Gilead, Luther - Brace: Andvari, Jorgen, Nebula, Sebastian -
Healer: Seleste, Dorian, Martha, Thea - Physical DPS: Jhu, K'ark, Keira – Magic DPS: Blood Figures, Elios, Krista, Lars, Orion You always want to have a monster on your team, so try adding Jhu, K'arhk, Keira, Lars, Krista, or without your team face as soon as you get them because a Monster will get powerful additional
stats and give the rest of your team status extra. What are the worst heroes to invest in? The heroes below are some of the worst you could spend your resources on, so try to avoid them at any price – they might seem strong and loving, but in fact, they won't get you away. – Artemis - Makus - Lian - Chabba - Lilith -
Judge - Fox - Mojo - Heidi - Daredevil - Phobos - Black Star - Dental - Astrid and Lucas who began playing hero war because of the puzzles ads? I think that's most of us. The good news is, the games now are currently in the game (both mobile and Facebook versions) and in this guide I will show you where exactly you
will find them and also how to solve them if you have problems with one of them. Where do they find heroes dropped Toys? First thing first, you probably found that the announcements and games are not the main game and are only mini games inside of Wars Heroes.In every chapter of the Campaign of War Hero you
will see a bar at the bottom that is loaded up with the stars you earn on each mission. Once you've fully finished all requests and have 45 stars, you are able to game the mini-game puzzle for some beautiful extra rewards, primarily Gear and Shadow Heroes. All Puzzles &gt; How to solve YoNow here are the games and
how to solve them: Chapter 1 Chapter 1 offers two mini bonus games to War Heroes and not that hard to beat but provide decent rewards. The first one is already unlocked after 6 Stars: The key that separates you from the treasure here is blocked by the key that will get you drafted by the arrows. The solution is to
navigate the plate (1) and then use the keys (2) to release the arrows. The barrel will block the arrows and then you can zoom (3) to get the treasure. Puzzle solved. The next unlocked puzzle of 30 stars: To solve this puzzle jump over the box (1) and then leave the lava in. The lava won't burn you because you're high
enough on the box. Now use the (3) fresh lava with the water, otherwise the rope will burn. When the lava is cold, use (4) to let the code down so Galahed can clips up and get to the track and solve this puzzle as well. Chapter 2In this chapter we also have 2 puzzle games. The first one to unlock in 15 Stars: This one
seems a little weird at the first look but is actually easy. Pull the key (1) and the water will cool off the lava without destroying the treasure. Now pull (2) to get the rest of the treasure down before using (3) so Galaked can take the treasure. Easy.The other puzzle in Chapter 2 is the brightness of 45 Stars: First lower down
the lava by pulling keys (1), you will have your lava block cooling. Once the lava is down, open the door (2) drop the lava into the lava on the right. Now you can use Keys (3) to get Galahed down, the water will also enter the lake and you only need to open doors (4) to find the treasure. Chapter 3In this chapter you will
have one mini puzzle: Use keys (1) to cool off the lava and the water, then use keys (2) to make Galahed walk to the left. Then you only need to use Keys (3) to find the treasure Galahed.Chapter 4The puzzle of this chapter unlock in 45 Stars as well: Another that is not so obvious with the mechanics. Zoom key (1) first
and then you can zoom (2) to unlock the final key. The path to Galaked for poison in is still stranded, so there's no concern here. Finally used Keys(3) to get the cure towards Galahed.Chapter 5Again, The puzzle unlock in 45 Stars in this chapter: Here you need to move the plug 1-3 to the other position before you
change the last one (4) and the lava is burning Goblin.Chapter 6If you don't want to be ringing Galahed together with the Goblin you have to remove the 1-3 keys as shown in the image , the one among the need to stay at the only gas point in the room and Goblin.Chapter 7If you remove the 1+2 pipes, you let the lava
down right when you pull valve 3, so only the goblin will die and Galahed and Artemis will survive. This is the way to solve this puzzle. Chapter 8 + No games available in these chapters... Chapter...
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